
We assessed the evolution of the rural–urban interface (RUI) in Portugal based on land cover changes. A significant increase in artificial surfaces was registered near 
the main metropolitan communities, whilst the abandonment of agricultural land near the inland urban areas led to an increase in uncultivated semi-natural areas. 
Consequently, RUI increased more than two-thirds and burnt areas within the RUI doubled, emphasizing the importance of RUI monitoring for land and fire 
managers. 

Geographically weighted summary statistics, bivariate K-function, and space–time kernel density allowed finding and mapping spatio-temporal 
wildfire patterns. Medium fires tend to aggregate around small fires, while large fires aggregate at a larger distance and longer times. Density 
maps shows that hot spots are present almost each year with a higher concentration in the northern regions.

We detected significant changes in the frequency and intensity of extreme rainfall events and assessed the potential impacts of 
climate change in the design of retention basins. We adopted multi- and interdisciplinary methodological approach including: 
rainfall aggregation and disaggregation, distribution fitting for different climate change scenarios, durations and return periods, 
model bias correction, robust regression.

Central Portugal present the highest heat wave (HW) amplitude in 1981–2010 period.  NE and S of Portugal have the highest 
heat wave number and duration. 97% of total number of extreme fires were active during HWs.  Higher increase in all HWs' 
characteristics by the end of the 21st century.  Average fire size is much higher for intentional than for negligent fires. Incidence 
of negligent and intentional fires has different distribution patterns. Higher drivers' influence for intentional fires, burnt area 
and in the south region. Human's drivers and altitude are the most important for fire ignitions. Negligent (intentional) fires burn 
more forest and agricultural (human) areas. Verde and Zêzere susceptibility map was updated with longer and high resolution 
data. Susceptibility model's performance and particularities were assessed and discussed. Structural fire risk computed for 
updated potential damage and three hazard scenarios. Higher fire risk in central, north and extreme south (Algarve) of Portugal

Application of non-linear methods for wildfire susceptibility mapping was carried out. Performances of stochastic and deterministic 
approaches were compared. The case study was performed on a highly fire-prone region of Portugal.

Fractal dimension, validity domain and CSR concepts are combined. New a measure of local fractality dimension (LFD) was proposed. Higher 
LFD in the NW region and at the right margin of the river Tagus.

3-PGmix model was applied to European F. sylvatica and P. sylvestris stands.  3-PGmix predicted mixing effects that corresponded well with observed mixing effects. 
Mixing responses varied with climate, soil water, age, thinning and soil fertility.
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